
Museum of Eastern Shore Life 

2008 Holiday Train Show 

 

The Museum opened its doors for a community train show the first two weekends in December in the 

Queen Anne’s County 4-H exhibition halls.  The show is open at no charge to the community and the 

Museum volunteers provide punch and home-made cookies for the visitors.  Santa visited on the first 

weekend and the Museum raffled three Lionel train sets.  The Polar Express set was favored by a two to 

one margin over the Thomas and Harry Potter sets.  This year, we had two tinplate layouts and two Z 

gauge layouts.  Unfortunately, the HO and G layouts were unavailable this year as the model railroaders 

involved had schedule conflicts.  The extra space provided the Museum an opportunity to display a 

portable exhibit of Museum artifacts.   

Initially the plan was to have all layouts in a single room, but 

the National Capital Trackers Eastern Division members 

decided that layout sprawl was needed.  The Tracker layout 

was moved to the rifle range room and the tinplate layout 

operated by the father and son team of Pete and Bill 

Rampmeyer was expanded to use the available space in the 

main hall.  Carl Hedges had plenty of room to setup his Z-

gauge suitcase layouts.  The Rampmeyer’s layout had 9 loops 

plus a point to point trolley track.   

Figure 1 – NCT layout design Figure 2 - Bill Rampmeyer (center) and father Pete (right) 
operating ten trains 



The 40x70 ft rifle range allowed use of almost 

every module owned by the Eastern Division 

participants.  Tracker spouse Karen Roth 

insisted that John’s crossover make a re-

appearance using the available space so a 

figure-8 layout was designed with an O-54 

minimum radius inner loop on the small oval 

and O-72 on the large oval.  Michael Kraft’s 

Disappearing Train Layout provided a focal 

point at the top of the large oval.   

Fred Koester built two new modules that were installed in 

the small oval.  Fred’s modules provided a siding for grain 

cars and a nice grain elevator as his first structure built for 

recreating scenes he recalls from growing up in the 

Midwest.  Fred wanted a high-rail appearance so he used 

Ross track and RossBed foam ballast painted with 

“granite” paint.   

Don and Marilyn Aston expanded their animated 

amusement park and drive-in theatre (always popular 

with show visitors) to four modules adjoining John’s snow 

valley bridge set to form a side of the large oval.  Don also 

provided O-72 corners (acquired from the NCT after the 

club built new corners).  John’s turntable and passenger 

yard filled the opposite side.  Paul Derdel wanted a staging 

yard (to utilize his Ross 4-way yard fan-out) so Dave 

Sealing’s RailTrax ‘T’ modules were added to the base of 

the layout.  Every spare module frame that 

John had in storage was added to support 

Paul’s yard tracks.   A forest of extra legs 

was cut for the additional  module frames.   

  

Figure 4 - Fred Koester's new grain elevator 

Figure 5 - Don and Marilyn Aston's Carnival 

Figure 3 - Z layout by Carl Hedges 



Layout setup started the weekend after Thanksgiving with the layout perimeter modules assembled on 

Sunday afternoon.  Trackers Randy and Zachary Pichtelberger participated in setup and Fred invited 

local tinplate operator Toby Middleton to help and learn about tinplate modules.  John’s crossover was 

modified to provide an O-72 minimum radius on the large oval side.  Fred’s Ross track was adopted to 

mate with the tinplate track at each end.  The space in the center of the O-54 side of the crossover, by 

coincidence, was the same width as John’s “under the Zampino Hellgate bridge” modules he used years 

ago at the Fairfax Fair, so insertion of a module allowed the oval to be filled with snow village buildings 

and mountains. 

  

Figure 6 - Clem's antique cars and snow village 

Setting up the week before the show provided an 

opportunity to develop and test new track options.  Paul 

continued to work evenings during the week on the yard ‘T’ 

mating a RealTrax O-72 ‘Y’ switch to the ‘T’ modules, a 

Realtrax turnout leading to john’s turntable, and the Ross 4-

way fan-out that started the yard.  The lack of electrical 

continuity on the RealTrax ground rails caused a “no power” 

situation between the RailTrax switches that Paul solved by 

soldering jumpers across the RealTrax.  Paul also attempted 

to use Z-Stuff switch machines in the yard with the goal of programming routes to each yard siding, but 

the switch machines frequently went into reset mode so Paul reverted to manual operation (manual 

switches are feasible when operating with hand-held controllers).   The final result provided lots of 

operating fun with the show visitors keely watching our switching and turntable operations. 

John’s Geezer Gate made it’s debut appearance – the gate is 

a simple implemention adapted from an N-Tracker design 

that worked quite well.  The mating end (opposite the 

hinges) of the bridge has a hardwood “tooth” that inserts 

into a socket.  The fit is very snug and aligns the bridge even 

though the modules want to drift out of line. 

 
Figure 7 - Staging yard plan 

Figure 8 - RailTrax 'Y' into Ross 4-way 
watch out for dead ground zones! 



TMCC and Legacy operated successfully.  Paul and 

John improvised a “Big Red Button” for TMCC.  This is 

a pushbutton switch connected by a mini phone jack 

to a CAB-1 handheld.  Pressing the button replays the 

last command transmitted by the CAB-1 so we could 

sound an engine’s horn/whistle, and then visitors 

could sound the horn by pressing the button.  

Unfortunately, some of our junior visitors pressed the 

button continuously which interfered with other 

TMCC operations.  We disconnected the Big Red 

buttons after observing this behavior.  Paul and John 

then wired up pushbuttons for Lionel operating 

Gatemen that were favorites of the youngsters. 

DCS performance was disappointing.  Because this layout is largely comprised of module units, and the 

old corners did not have power feeds, the layout was broken into 2 to 7 module blocks using fiber pins.   

Initially, the TIU was in passive mode (DCS connections were separate from track power feeds) but when 

Randy operated the layout in the evenings, he discovered signal improvements when additional power 

was routed from the Z4000 outputs to the DCS inputs – this additional power circuit was in addition to 

the direct Z4000 to track feeds.  When in this mode, John was able to run his bi-polar under DCS for a 

half hour, but then CHECK TRACK and NOT ON TRACK errors resumed.  What changed?  We don’t know. 

NCT members Phil Barbara, Rich Myers, Dave Sealing, and Bill Spanarelli helped operate trains.   Junior 

member Zachary Pictelberger couldn’t let a RailKing Proto-1 BigBoy sit idle (would not come out of 

neutral) but with intense determination and after countless power on cycles, the engine started moving.  

Thanks, Zach!  Other train repairs were made on the spot for visitors bringing in pre-war engines.  We 

talked with several visitors and invited them to bring their grandfather’s trains out of the attic to our 

Train Repair Days on January 3rd and 4th.  That Blue Comet may show up again this year! 

 

 

Figure 10 - Junior Tracker Zachary Pichtelberger gets plenty of adult supervision fussing with a Proto-1 BigBoy 

Figure 9 - Kids love pushbuttons 



The second Saturday evening featured dinner for the Museum volunteers and layout operators.  Eastern 

Shore fried chicken, biscuits, macaroni & cheese, and greens!  If this were breakfast, we would have 

served scrapple!   

After two weekends of public hours and ad-hoc evening sessions, the layouts were torn down and 

removed.  The NCT layout required two evenings to disassemble, pack, and transport all the gear out of 

the rifle range, but we had to clear out lest the trains be used for moving target practice (didn’t Lionel 

have an operating car for this?).   The first event for the Eastern Division next year is the Train Repair 

Days the first weekend in January.  In the mean time, happy holidays to all. 

Yours truly, 

John Harper,  Trackmaster 

 

 

 

Figure 11 - Eastern Shore dinner Figure 12 - Dan Shortall's tractor club raffled 
a rare "girls tractor" 

Where does the train go? NCT experts confer 



NCT Participants 

 

 

 

Tracker Modules 

Don & Marylin 
Aston 

Yard modules, 
Animated carnival (double depth), 
O-72 corners 

Phil Barbara Operator 
Paul Derdel Staging yard,  

DCS troubleshooting,  
Accessory wiring 

John Harper Crossover & matching O-54 corner, 
Turntable & passenger yard, 
Snow valley & bridge set, 
Geezer Gate, 
Assorted modules, 
and everything else in the garage. 

Fred Koester Grain elevator modules 

Michael  Kraft Disappearing Train Layout 

Rich Myers Operator 

Randy 
Pichtelberger 

DCS troubleshooting & solutions 

Zachary 
Pichtelberger 

Operator and Proto-1 repairs 

Dave Sealing ‘T’ modules 

Bill Spanarelli Operator 

Michael 

Fred 

Randy 


